
Apply Busperse® 2799 for a difference you can measure by the ton.  

When Kraft pitch takes over, productivity is sidelined. That’s why Buckman created 
Busperse 2799. It detackifies pitch deposits, so they go out with the sheet instead of sticking 
to the equipment. 

Busperse 2799 can keep your machines running at optimum speed with less downtime for 
cleaning and significantly less paper waste due to pitch-related defects. Because it’s a neutral 
product, it won’t interfere with your wet end chemistry.

Stop culling and start counting the extra tons your operation can produce with Busperse 2799. 
Power over pitch.

Power over pitch.
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Busperse® 2799 from Buckman reduces pitch and waste and increases production.
Profit and pitch don’t mix. In fact, pitch restricts stock lines and screens, slowing your production rate. It increases 
the dirt count in pulp and paper and causes spots, holes and other defects. It reduces brightness and increases the 
need for bleach and talc. Worst of all, systems have to be shut down for cleaning. 

Pitch out. Profit in.
Busperse 2799 is specially formulated for use in both 
thick and thin stock to coat pitch deposits so they 
can’t stick. It’s ideal for a wide variety of mills because 
it works in pH levels as high as 10.5 after the washers. 
It won’t undermine sizing or your strength and 
drainage programs. 

With Busperse 2799, you can:

• Improve paper machine runnability
• Reduce sheet defects
• Reduce machine system deposits
• Regain brightness
• Add tons to your paper production

In addition, Busperse 2799 is U.S. FDA approved.

Don’t let pitch stick around.

CASE STUDY

Challenge: A mill making linerboard had serious 
pitch problems, and the operators had to cull tons 
of paper because of the dirt. In fact, in late 2011, 
the mill culled over a thousand tons of paper due 
to pitch problems. 

Solution: Buckman applied Busperse 2799. 
The results were immediate. 

Results: Pitch deposits were virtually eliminated 
from the mill. Runnability was improved and 
production increased. Best of all, the mill 
culled less than ten tons of paper over the next 
two years.  

Join the conversation!
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Learn more.
Whether your pitch problems are seasonal or all year long, Buckman has the expertise and 
the technology to solve them. So you can run faster, run longer and produce a higher quality 
sheet. Contact your Buckman representative to find out more, or visit buckman.com.


